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Part one

The Paper Bats

Have you ever wondered why, you so often see
pieces of newspaper being blown around by the wind?
Maybe they are not always be what they seem!
If you were to sit quietly on a park bench in your
local park, you might just be lucky enough to see and
learn something very special. One day a young boy
called Jack did, and it changed his life.
Jack had found himself on his own again. His
parents were always too busy in their shop to notice
him. He had wandered into his local park and was
sitting on a bench, late on a warm summer’s
afternoon.
The gates were about to close. Jack knew he had
to leave. He lingered, as this is the time night animals
wake up from their day time sleep. He loved watching
them play.
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As he sat quietly, a wind
rustled through some nearby
trees. He watched as the
wind caught hold of a small
piece of paper, which
skimmed the ground, took
flight and was whisked up
into the air.
It flitted up and down,
around and around. Until it
reached his bench, where it
came to rest, one half
hanging over the arm.
Jack looked at the piece of paper. Should he
screw it up into a ball and throw it in the bin, or
maybe make a paper plane from it? As Jack
reached out to grab it, something very unusual
happened. It winked at him!
He looked more closely at the bit of
newspaper, not believing what he saw. He now
could see two tiny sets of claws clinging onto the
arm of his bench. And could those two pointy bits
sticking out be ears?
Staring in amazement at the little creature, he
then noticed one more surprising feature. It was
wearing a tiny red and yellow scarf.
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No, he wasn’t imagining it. But what could
this unusual creature be?

Jack continued to watch the little creature
hanging onto the arm of the park bench,
struggling to grip with its tiny feet.
It was about as big as his hand, had a plump
little body, and was covered with long fine shreds
of paper, just like fur, and with wings made of
newspaper. No wonder humans usually mistake
them for bits of paper, Jack thought to himself.
After some further time, and to his total
surprise, it spoke!
‘‘Hello,’’ it squeaked in a little quiet voice.
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‘‘Hello,’’ Jack replied, in a startled voice, a
moment later adding, ‘‘and what are you?’’
‘‘ I‘m a Paper Bat.’’
‘‘Oh,’’ Jack said, still surprised that a piece
of newspaper could speak, ‘‘and where do you
come from?’’ he asked, wondering whether this
really was a talking piece of newspaper, or was
he imagining things?
Then it spoke again. ‘’I live in this park. My
family have lived here for many years. We help
protect it.’’
‘‘We?’’ Jack asked.
‘‘Yes, my whole family live here.’’
‘‘This is a lovely park. I play here often, as I
live nearby.’’ Jack pointed towards the north gate
of the park, where his parents ran their shop
across the road.
‘‘My name is Jack. Do you have a name?’’
‘‘My name is Sunny,’’ the Paper Bat said
proudly. ‘‘I’m learning to fly.’’
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Feeling more relaxed about chatting to this
small piece of newspaper, Jack now asked, ‘‘Why
are you wearing a scarf?’’
The little creature, which now went by the
name of Sunny, replied, ‘‘I like to wear it,
because I always feel cold.’’ The little Paper Bat
shivered a bit and wiggled its large soft nose.
Then Jack noticed, blowing through the trees
towards him, a couple of other pieces of
newspaper in the air.
‘‘I must go now, my brothers are looking for
me,’’ squeaked Sunny. And just as if there had
been a sudden gust of wind, the small piece of
newspaper, fluttered away unsteadily towards the
trees, where it disappeared.
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This is what happened to Jack recently and he
now has many stories to tell about his new
friends. You might be as lucky as Jack, if you
keep your eyes open in your local park.
* * * * * * * * *
The park nearest to where Jack lives is much
like any other park, with its’ playground, a pond,
trees and lawns. Many parks also have Paper Bat
families living in them, each family trying to keep
it safe from damage, such as being built on,
damaged by fires or the trees being cut down.
Unfortunately, with many parks still being
destroyed, Paper Bats are getting far less
common.
In Jack’s local park, there are many large
old trees, some with holes in their trunks. One
particular tree, with an ordinary looking hole, is
however rather special, as a Paper Bat family
lives in it.
If you take a look inside this tree, you should
be able to see them. But your eyes need time to
get used to the dark inside the hollow tree, so you
may hear them talking before you spot them.
‘‘Who has my special fur brush?’’ A sharp
squeak rings out from a Paper Bat hanging near to
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the entrance hole. Her name is Express, and is the
eldest of four Paper Bat children. She’s very
sporty and loves to race around the park. Express
always proudly wears her red flying medal she
was given for helping save the park. I am sure she
will want to tell you all about that story sometime.
‘‘Hey sis, it’s probably lost in your fur,’’ a
cheeky little squeak answers. Followed by two
giggles.
Express does indeed have longer paper fur
than the other bats, which sometimes covers her
eyes, and she has been known to lose things in it
from time to time.
‘‘That’s not funny.
Are either of you two
hiding it from me again?’’
Express asks in
an annoyed squeak,
whilst staring at
her twin brothers
nearby.
The twins, Metro and Tel are always chatting
together. In fact they find it hard to stop talking,
which can be a problem when trying to catch
food, as the flies they catch keep flying out of
their mouths as they chat.
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Although they may be twins, they are
definitely not identical.
Tel is the braver bat, or thinks he is, and this
often gets him into trouble. He always wears a blue
bobble hat, even in mid- summer, because he stores
bits of food under it, in case he gets hungry.
Metro is a bit of an inventor. He loves
creating things, and is never without his tools
which he carries around with him on a belt.
‘‘Have you taken it, Metro? You are always
using my things in those crazy inventions of
yours,’’ Express finally demands.
Metro
is
indeed inventing
something at the
moment,
using
lots of buckets,
but no brushes this
time.
Hopefully we
can find out what
it is, but he has not
told anyone what
he’s making yet.
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‘‘No, we have not seen your fur brush,’’ Tel
says innocently to Express. ‘‘Sunny has probably
borrowed it again for her silly pet.’’
The twins giggled, as they thought of
Sunny’s pet caterpillar, and how she loved to
brush its’ long hairy body.
‘‘It’s not silly. I love my caterpillar.’’ A little
squeaky voice came from a corner of the roof. It
was from young Sunny, who was sulking, after
being told off by the twins for wandering too far
from home. But they are never cross with her for
long, as they love her a great deal.
‘‘Now stop arguing you lot.’’ The shout
comes from further down the hole in the tree
trunk. ‘‘It’s getting dark, so you need to start
doing your nightly chores.’’ It was from Indy,
mother of these four active children.
She has just started painting a picture. This is
not an uncommon event, as Indy is very artistic,
always keeping a paint brush behind one of her
ears, just in case she has the sudden urge to paint
something.
Tonight, she is painting a picture of her
husband Herald, father to the Paper Bat children,
because he has just taken over the job of Park
Protector.
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Herald has inherited his job from his father,
Grandpa Times, who is now getting too old to fly
around the park every day. He is very proud to do
this job, and always wears his official hat and
badge.
‘‘What’s this I’ve found on my newspaper?’’
another voice squeaks. This time, however, the
voice was quieter and shaky. It was from Grandpa
Times. ‘‘A brush almost hit me on the head. I
keep telling you to be careful up there.’’
‘‘Sorry, that must be
Grandpa.’’ Express calls down.

mine.

Thanks

‘‘Dear-o-dear. Everything always falls down
on me at the bottom of the hole.’’ Grandpa Times
was heard muttering. But that was usual for him.
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Grandpa Times and Granny Guardia are
always to be found in the base of the house, which
also happens to be the warmest area. Both are
now very old, and their wings fragile and creased.
In fact, Granny Guardia’s body is totally white,
un-like most newspaper, reflecting her
forgetfulness.
The Paper Bats’ home is usually rather dark.
But bats don’t mind the dark, as they are able to
move around without the need of light by using
echoes, as sounds they make bounce off surfaces
to show where things are.
Although it sometimes feels a bit crowded in
their tree home, this Paper Bat family are very
proud to live where they do, as it is where many
Paper Bat generations have grown up before them
for hundreds of years.
There always activities going on in the park,
so the Paper Bats are kept busy. Over many years,
as the Paper Bats have looked after their park,
there have been many adventures.
Paper Bat families everywhere are living
busy lives, trying to look after your local parks.
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Part 2

Why are we made of paper?

Sunny

looked out from the entrance of the
Paper Bats’ tree house. ‘‘It’s not raining any
more. Can I go out and play?’’ she cried out.
It must have been the hundredth time she had
said that in the last half hour.
‘‘No you can’t go outside. Stop
complaining,’’ squeaked Indy loudly, her patience
running out.
At that moment, Sunny noticed Jack
walking up the path in the park. He was wearing a
big pair of wellington boots and a bright blue rain
coat.
‘‘Can I go out to play now?,’’ Sunny
squeaked once more. ‘‘I can see my new friend.’’
Looking out of the hole, Sunny started waving
towards Jack with her little wings. But she was
too high up, and Jack was too busy playing in the
puddles. Splash, splash, splash.
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Then Sunny’s flapping
caught his eye, and Jack
looked up into the tree.
‘‘Hello Jack,’’ she
called. Jack stopped and
waved back.
But Sunny’s voice
was too small, and Jack
was too far away to hear
what she was saying.
So, Jack carefully
climbed up into the tree,
until he was close to where
Sunny and the other Paper
Bats’ home was located.
He could now hear Sunny more clearly. She
was again asking her mother, ‘‘why can’t I go out
and play? It’s stopped raining.’’
Indy was about to lose her temper, when old
Grandpa Times spoke. ‘‘You must realise young
Sunny that even if it is not raining, storms are
very dangerous. Lightning could occur at any time
striking anything that flies. Our paper wings
would turn to flames straight away, so we would
burn.’’
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A shiver went through all the Paper Bats who
were listening to old Grandpa Times’ wise
warning.
Sunny did not like the sound of that, so she
went back into the tree house. She could see Indy
was busy cleaning her paintbrushes, whilst granny
Guardia and Express were making something
delicious in the kitchen.

But with no one to play with inside the house,
Sunny soon went back to the entrance hole just
above where Jack was sat.
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‘‘I hate having paper wings. It’s no fun. I
can’t play in the rain or go out in the wind and I
cannot have any fun playing with Jack,’’ she
whined. ‘‘It’s not fair, not fair!’’
Old Grandpa Times slowly made his way
onto the outside ledge of the entrance hole,
towards Sunny. He wanted to see where she was,
but also to take a look at Jack, as Paper Bats are
very cautious of humans, because they do most of
the damage to local parks.
Nothing normally goes on in the park without
Grandpa Times knowing about it. He had seen Jack
walking through the park many times before.
Grandpa Times also knows what was going
on outside the park too, because he reads many of
the newspapers he finds left by visitors in the park.
Storing them neatly around his perch where he
sleeps.
His wings are creased and crumpled nowadays,
as he does not do as much flying as he used to.
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Grandpa Times
can often be seen
reading, with his
large pair of glasses
resting on his nose.
But he particularly
loves telling stories
from the past. This was
about to be one of
those times.
After noting that Jack looked like a nice
young lad, he said to Sunny and Jack. ‘‘Shall I tell
you why the Paper Bats are so special and are
made of paper?’’
‘‘Yes please,’’ Sunny jumped up and down
with excitement. Jack was also very interested to
learn more about these unusual shy creatures.
Both Metro and Tel wriggled their noses and
glanced at each other with knowing looks as if to
say ‘here he goes again with his Paper Bats’
story’.
Sunny, together with Metro and Tel, all flew
over to old Grandpa Times and snuggled into a
comfy area of the outside ledge. Jack, was
attentively sitting on a branch listening, whilst
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Sunny was now sitting on Jack’s knee looking up
at Grandpa Times.
Only when each of the young paper bats were
settled, did old Grandpa Times start to speak.

‘‘This story was told to me by my father, who
was told it by his father. It was a long long time
ago, when we all used to live in large caves in the
north of England. They were large and dry, and
were hard to find, so no cats and eagles could
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harm us. It was a time of plenty. Food was
everywhere, with lots of juicy moths, which we
could easily catch with our large strong wings
made of bone and skin. There were thousands of
bats, flying about happily in the night-time.’’

Grandpa Times looked around at each of the
young paper bats to give his story telling more
impact.
‘‘So why do we now have paper wings?’’
asked Sunny, who had not heard the story before.
‘‘Well, I am coming to that,’’ smiled
Grandpa Times. ‘‘You see, we were not the only
creatures living in these caves. There was also a
family of goblins. These are very mean and
selfish creatures. They used to mine valuable gold
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from the cave walls. As a result, they did not like
the bats being in the cave with them, as they
worried that they may tell others about the gold.’’
As Grandpa Times talked about the goblins, he
screwed up his face, crinkling his large soft nose,
to show his dislike of them.
‘‘But why didn’t the bats shoo the nasty
goblins away?’’ added Jack, who by now was
following the story very closely.
Grandpa Times shook his head and looked
sad. “The reason,’’ he said in a serious voice,
‘’was that the goblins said they had magic
powers. The goblins also boasted that they would
turn all the bats into worms if they tried to steal
the gold.’’
‘‘So all the bats
were very
scared.’’
Metro and Tel
were adding
extra ‘oohs’ and
‘aahs’ in the
correct places for
effect, as the
story was being
told.
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‘‘However’’, Grandpa Times continued.
‘‘After many years of fearing the goblins, one
very brave bat, called Chronicle, had an argument
with the head goblin. This goblin was the rudest
and most ugly of the goblins. Chronicle teased the
goblin by saying ‘you’re not a real magic goblin’
and ‘you cannot really do any magic’. ’’
‘‘For several days the head goblin didn’t do
anything. Partly because he was actually a bit
scared of the bats himself, but also because of
course, the goblin had been lying that he could do
magic.’’ Grandpa Times looked at Jack and then
at Sunny and smiled. ‘‘However eventually, the
head goblin got so annoyed by Chronicle teasing
him, he boasted he would perform some magic.’’
Grandpa Times paused for a few seconds,
looking around at his young audience.
‘‘But how could the goblin do magic if he
was lying?’’ Jack asked very cleverly.
Leaning forwards Grandpa Times nodded.
‘‘Yes indeed, the goblin now had a problem. If he
couldn’t do a magic trick, the bats would all know
that they really did not have any magic powers
and so would not be afraid of them anymore. This
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might even cause them to be chased out of the
cave by the bats.’’
‘‘So, after thinking for a while, the head
goblin came up with a plan. He secretly left the
northern caves and travelled down to caves in
south England, where he had a distant Aunt, who
was a witch. She was rather odd, so he rarely
visited her. But he was in desperate need of her
help. He soon realised that she was not as bad or
strange as he had feared. Especially when she was
able to give him a special magic spell to turn
things into worms. However, he had to remember
this spell, as he was not able to write. ’’
Metro and Tel both giggled as they felt
superior to the nasty goblin, and towards Sunny,
who was herself just learning to read and write.
Grandpa Times looked at the twins
disapprovingly, which quickly made them fall
silent again.
‘‘As I was saying,’’ Grandpa Times said in a
slightly annoyed voice, ‘‘the goblin, who had
memorised the magic spell, then went back to the
caves in north England. By this time all the bats
knew that Chronicle had challenged the goblin to
prove his magic.’’
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‘‘When the head goblin arrived back in the
cave, there was great interest. All the bats
watched, as Chronicle flew down to where the
head goblin stood. Chronicle was pretending to be
brave, but at this point was wondering whether he
had done the right thing in annoying the goblins.
As the goblin started to mention the magic spell a
deathly hush occurred around the cave.’’
Metro and Tel’s ‘oohs’ were particularly loud
at this point, which upset Sunny who looked
rather concerned and afraid.
‘‘Don’t worry young Sunny,’’ said Grandpa
Times. ‘‘When the nasty goblin recited the spell,
he said it wrongly. So instead of turning them into
worms, it changed the bats into paper’’.
‘‘Now you might think this worried the
bats.’’ Grandpa Times smiled at the younger bats
knowingly. ‘‘But no, being made of paper, didn’t
seem to cause any problems for the bats. So they
happily kept flying around the cave. Some of the
Paper Bats such as Chronicle would fly around
the goblins’ heads making rustling sounds with
their paper wings, which would annoy the goblins
even more.’’
Sunny giggled with delight when she heard
this.
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Grandpa Times continued. ‘‘After a while,
the bats found that being made of paper did cause
a few small problems, such as not being able to
fly in rain, as this made their wings go soggy, or
in lightning storms, as this made the bats’ burn
up. However, the bats coped very well with their
new paper bodies. This annoyed the goblins more
and more.’’
Sunny jumped up and down with delight, as
she really did not like the sound of those goblins.
‘‘But, that was until a few months later.’’
Grandpa Times said in a dramatic way, ‘’because
the goblins learnt how to make fireworks. It had
not been easy, and had lead to several accidents
like burnt fingers and clothes.’’
‘‘But fireworks are very dangerous things,’’
said Jack. Both Tel and Metro nodded in
agreement.
‘‘Oh course they are. But the bats did not
realise this at first. In the beginning, the bats were
curious as to what the goblins were making, and
loved it when one blew up and hurt one of the
goblins. But later as they realised what they were
doing, they became more worried,’’ Grandpa
Times added.
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“That is because they might be set on fire by
the fireworks,’’ stated Sunny proudly. Both the
twins nodded in agreement, whilst tutting loudly.
“The goblins were not very good at aiming
the fireworks. Even so, occasionally the wings of
a Paper Bat became singed. Luckily before the
burning could do any damage to their delicate
paper wings, they dived into a large pool in the
cave, to put out any flames.’’
“Unfortunately, the goblins’ aim started to
improve and many fireworks hit the Paper Bats.
This would turn them into little flying fire balls
before they fell to the ground.’’

Grandpa Times pulled a nasty pained face at
the terrible thought of the paper bats becoming
flying fire balls.
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‘‘Because the goblins’ aims were getting
better, more and more of the Paper Bats were
being burnt.’’
‘‘Gradually, the number of Paper Bats that
lived in the cave began to go down and down,
until it was decided by the senior bats, including
the brave bat called Chronicle, that something had
to be done. Otherwise, it was feared that there
would eventually be no Paper Bats left!’’
‘‘After a big meeting it was decided that they
would have to leave their caves and go in search
for a new place to live.’’
‘‘Unfortunately the goblins saw that the bats
were all leaving. So they lined up at the cave
entrance with their fireworks to stop them! But
Chronicle had an idea.’’
Sunny and Jack were keenly listening to the
story and couldn’t wait for more. ‘’But wasn’t
there another way the Paper Bats could escape?’’
Jack asked.
‘‘I’m afraid not,’’ Grandpa Times said in a
concerned voice, ‘‘but all was not lost,’’ he then
added triumphantly, ‘‘because Chronicle had an
idea.
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‘‘He flew directly above where all the
goblins stood. They all aimed their fireworks at
him, and fired. Boom! The fireworks all exploded
with lots of fire and smoke, whilst all the other
Paper Bats looked on in horror. But, Chronicle
had quickly flown up towards the cave roof, so all
the fireworks had hit each other, and were now
falling back down onto the goblins below, setting
them on fire. This caused the goblins to panic,
allowing all the Paper Bats to quickly fly out of
the cave to freedom.’’
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‘‘This started a long search for a new home.
First they travelled to caves in the northern most
part of England, but they found the weather was
too cold and wet for their paper bodies, and many
of them turned mouldy.’’
‘‘Then they flew further north into Scotland.
But here, it was even colder and there were many
large hungry eagles looking to gobble up a bat or
two. Worse still, all the caves had goblins in them
with fires to keep them warm, and they used these
to chase the Paper Bats away.’’
‘‘Next, the cold and tired group of Paper
Bats flew all the way to the south coast of
England. It was a long journey, with many paper
bats being picked off by the owls which flew
around at night.’’
‘‘By this time, the few Paper Bats who were
left alive were very tired, hungry and lost. They
did not know what to do or where to go for
safety.’’
‘‘One of the few Paper Bats left was
Chronicle, who suggested that the bat families
scattered, to settle in different local city parks
where there were big trees to give them safety,
and there are no nasty goblins.’’
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‘‘Each of the remaining families did this, and
as a ‘thank you’ for giving them safety, each
family of Paper Bats promised to try and protect
their park.’’
‘‘Unfortunately, many city parks are in
danger of being damaged or built over, with many
parks disappearing, and with them, the Paper Bat
families that also live there.’’
‘‘But some survive, and live happily in parks
like ours. Of course a big city can be very
dangerous for Paper Bats, with its dogs and cats,
its busy people and especially the dustmen, who
like to clear up any rubbish that is left on the
streets. Luckily for us, because we look like bits
of newspaper, humans do not notice us. However
the cats and owls do, so we must always be
careful.’’
‘‘So our family chose this lovely park?’’
Sunny added.
Grandpa Times smiled. ‘‘Yes, it was my great
grand father that chose this particular park and found
this big old oak tree to make our home.’’
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Just then old
Grandpa Times
turned around and
pointed to a faded
picture on the wall of
an old Paper Bat.
.

‘‘That is your great
great grandfather, .
Chronicle.’’
All the young bats
peered at it closely
for a while.
Young Jack, who was still sitting on a branch
outside the Paper Bats’ home, was discovering
how interesting these small shy creatures were.
‘‘That was great. Could you tell me it
again!’’ Sunny begged. Jack nodded and wanted
to hear more as well.
‘‘Oh no, I’m afraid we don’t have time for
that.’’ Grandpa Times peered over the rims of his
glasses and looked around at the park. He could
see that it was about to rain again.
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‘‘Better get home young Jack, before it starts
to rain again.’’ Grandpa Times said. “Don’t want
you to be late home.’’
Then turning to his grandchildren. “And as
for you lot. It is way past your sleep time. The sun
is high in the sky. Look how late in the morning it
is.’’
With that, they all flew over to their mother Indy,
who gave them a quick meal, before they each
quickly went to sleep. No doubt to dream about
how they would have tried to defeat the nasty
goblins, if they had been around all those years
ago.
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